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Help Wanted
BY GAYLE COHEN

The Milton S. Eisenhower
library will soon begin interviews
to replace the outgoing Associate
Librarian Alan Taylor, and is
searching for a new Research
Librarian, according to Chief
Librarian David Stam.
The Associate Librarian

position became vacant
November 15 when Mr. Taylor
left to become the Director of
Libraries at the University of
Rochester. Mr. Stam explained
that a replacement will be hired,
but because the library is in the
Process of administrative
reorganization, the post will be
redefined .
The duties of Taylor's

replacement will include space
and building planning as well as
collection development planning.
Space planning is one of the
library's major policy problems,
due to the space shortage which
it faces in housing its collections.
Collection development planning
concerns selection of items for
the library's collections. 
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The replacement will also help
revamp the library's technical
operations. Stam said, "We face
big changes in our technological
systems mainly related to
developments at the Library of
Congress. We are going to have to
change our --ataloguing and series
control techniques."
The Readers' Services

Librarian post has remained open
since August when Barbara
Manchak left for personal
reasons. She is now working in
the Chicago library system.

Readers' Services includes tne
management of reference services
and government publications.

Intersession Future Unclear
BY PETER CINQUEGRANI

Voluntary participation by
faculty members will i,rovide
courses during intersession in
January, 1978 for students who
•wish to take them. La., year, up
to three credits can be earned
during inter_ession. For future
intersessions, however, the status
of credit for offerings remains
uncertain.
A limitation on intersession

activities this year will be that
the combined credit awarded for
intersession courses and
independent study/research
during the academic year will be
limited to oix credits.
Ron Bialek, Student Assistant

to the Deans, noted that students

who want to take more than that
amount might have an option.
They can ask the professor who
would be :,ponsoring their second
semester course of
independent/research to agree
that it would be of value to both
professor and .)tudent. The
professor could then .,end a letter
to that effect to Assistant Dean
of Undergraduate Studies,
Michael Hooker, asking that
credit be granted for the course.
In the past, requests of this
nature nave been allowed.

This intersession, f culty and
graduate students will teach
courses approved by the
Departmmt head and the Dean.

i Although .iot paid, teachers may

Bank Administration
Blasted By Students

BY MIKE MYERS

Discrepancies in financial
handling, lengthy waiting lines,
and discourteous treatment are
some of the common complaints
voiced against the First National
Bank of Maryland's Hopkins
Branch.
The Hopkins Branch of First

National, located in Gilman Hall,
financially serves a large portion
of tne Hopkins
community-students, faculty
members, and administrators.
Recently, however, a number of
students have been filing
complaints against the bank,
Charging them with direct
negligence and unprofessional
oversight.
One such student was junior

Susan Smith (not her real name).
She opened an account with this
branch of First National in the
fall of last year. Since that time
She has had numerous problems
With the bank.
"Last year, the branch bank

didn't record a deposit I had
made and actually charged
Checks to my account that were
never tt by me," Susan
reports, "20 of these checks
bounced, and they (the bank)
Charged several hundred checks
to my account."
The situation was so bad that

Susan's father had to intervene,
but there were still problems.
during the late fall months, Susan
deposited $112.25 into her
Checking account. A few days
later, she wrote a check and the
bank "bounced" the check, not
°Ile, but three times. When she

reinvestigated the situation, she
discovered that the bank had not
credited thecheck to her account
and that it had been neglected
completely. "It was the
computer's fault," Mrs. Vohrer,
Branch Manager, told Susan at
the time. All told, Susan lost
some $50.00, in faulty overdrafts
and miscredited money, due to
the direct negligence of time First
National Bank at Hopkins.

Another Hopkins student, Jim
Smith (not a real name), a
freshman, opened an account
with First National during
Freshman Orientation in
September. At that time, he
deposited $30.00 in a checking
account and opened a savings
account.
"I transfered $30.00 from my

savings to my checking account
after I had made the original
deposit," Jim said, "but the
original $30.00 was never
credited to my checking
account."

Jim wrote a check for $40.00
and it was returned to him by the
bank along with an overdraft
notice. The bank had,
apparently, lost the record of
Jim's original $30.00 deposit. At
the end of October, he went to
the branch's office and discussed
his problem with Mrs. Faust in
Bank Management. Mrs. Faust
told Jim that she would
investigate his problem.
"I had to talk with Mrs. Faust

three times before anything
significant was done," Jim said,
"and, even then, I received
another overdraft notice,
even though I had sufficient

The Johns Hopkins branch of the First National Bank of Mary-
land has been the subject of complaints recently by members of the
Hopkins community.

funds to cover the amount for
the check I had written."
Jim's problem was finally

resolved. The bank reimbursed
him for $10.00 (in reference to
the two overdraft notices), but
they failed to locate the original
record of a $30.00 deposit. This
entire process took some 40 days
to resolve nad cost Jim $30.00.

These two examples typify the
problems that many Hopkins
students are having with the First
National Bank in Gilman Hall.
However, there seem to be more
problems with the bank.

"It takes me 11/2 hours on
Thursdays just to get $20.00,"
Susan said. "The lines are
entirely too long, and I don',t
understand why they don't have
more tellers."
Six authorized tellers are

allocated to the Hopkins Branch,
according to Mr. Howard Wille,
Senior Regional Officer in the
Towson Branch of First National.
Ironically 2nough, were are five
teller stations and it is rare that
one finds more than three tellers
loca ted in their • respective
stations.
"There were four tellers right

before Thanksgiving, though,"
Jim reports.
Another reported problem

with First National is in the area
of customer relations. Jim and
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Susan had both experienced
discourteous and rude treatment
by some of the employees of the
Hopkins branch.
"I have never been treated

with such disrespect and
discourtesy as I have by the
employees of this bank," Susan
said. "There have actually been
.times when bank personnel have
yelled at me and used profane
language in my ptesence!" •

Students have also commented
that the Hopkins Branch of First
National Bank of Maryland,
unlike other area banks, differs in
its policy towards service charges
on its accounts. This bank, for
instance, charges $.15 per check
and $1.00 per month m for its
services in a regular checking
account. No service charge is
encountered if a $200 deposit is
maintained in a concurrent
savings account.
The Equitable Trust Bank,

located at 3121 St. Paul St.,
charges $.10 per check and $.50
per month for its services in a
regular checking account.
Likewise, the Maryland National
Bank, in the Rotunda, charges
S.50 per month and $.15 per
check for its services. Like the

. Hopkins Branch, both banks
eliminate a service charge if a
balance of $200 is maintained.

feel that Ley gain by their
participation in the intersession
courses. Graduate students can
igain teaching experience, and
professors are able to try out
new courses
Strong debate continues,

however, between students and
-faculty over the future role of
intersession. Prior to 1; st year's
intersession, there were
complaints .bout low ,tudent
input regarding course types and
formats. Bialek noted that some
faculty also don't approve of the
unstructured nature of many
intersession courses, or that they
grant the same credit as more
formal classes. Additionally, he
said, tnere is amtated. concern
that Audents are using
intersession credits to leave a
semester early, thereby costing
the University money.

After last year's intersession a
questionnaire was distributed to
all the faculty who participated
concerning their feelings about
intersession. A high percentage
were returned and of those none
had any complaints about
student performance. Most said
they had enjoyed it almost as
much as the students had.

During intersession, students
are able to go into greater depth
in fields of interest, explore new
fields, and enjoy a closer
relationship with faculty
members. They can also pick up
extra credits.
The in te rsession issue will

probably be hotly debated in the
coming months. Not only will
the Academic Council probably
reconsider the issue, but the
upcoming curriculum review will
also study the intersession
program. With the Academic
Council still smarting over the
Pfeffer issue and the students
strongly behind the, current
intersession program there could
be a new student-faculty
confrontation. According to
informal sources, Dean Suskind
will not become involved in such
a controversy.
Following last year's

intersession, the Department
Chairmen m.t and, voted against
future credit for intersession

. activities. The Committee on
Undergraduate Studies then
voted on the same question. Mr.
,Bialek reported that in the vote
five faculty members were
against credit, while the four
'student members favored it. Titat
vote , in time form of a,
recommendat:o m was forwarded
to the Academic Council where a
ivote again denied credit.
.How,Ner, Dean Susl ind stepped
fin and offered a compromise
between faculty and students,

, the substance of which form the
Intersession rules for this year.
The motion .gainst credit was
not killed, but w. s tabled and
can be reconsidered at any time.
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Opinion)

Poet
Yves Bonnefoy, a poet considered by many tb be the

most distinguished living French poet, will speak at
Hopkins on December 6.
M. Bonnefoy, whose topic will be Que Peut Encore la

Poesie?, will be delivering the Turnbull Memorial Lecture
in the Garrett Room of the Milton Eisenhower Library at
4:00 pm.
A major force in French poetry since 1950, M.

Bonnefoy was associated with the surrealists during the
forties. Since then, his work has taken a more romanticist
bent, and has been characterized by an almost obsessional
unity of theme and structure.
One of the founders of the poetry review L'Ephemere,

M. Bonnefoy's academic career has placed him on both
sides of the Atlantic, and lie has taught and lectured at
Brandeis, Yale, and Johns Hopkins.

Human Rights
Twenty one religious and social justice groups,

including the Archdiocese of Baltimore, The Chaplain's
Office of Johns Hopkins University, the AFL-CIO, the
ACLU, the Baltimore Jewish Council and the NAACP, are
sponsoring a Human Rights Day Conference, Friday,
December 9, 1977, 9:30am-3:30pm. The conference,
which is open to the public, will take place at St. Mary's
Seminary, 5400 Roland Avenue, Baltimore. December
ninth is the annual commemoration of the signing of the
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights.

At 9:45am, Joseph L. Rauh, Jr. noted civil rights
attorney and liberal activist, will give the conference
keynote address: "The Challenge to Freedom At Home
and Abroad." Following Mr. Rauh's address will be
morning and afternoon seminars on race discrimination,
juvenile rights and economic justice. Each seminar will
feature panelists holding contrasting views, and audience
participation will be encouraged. Each person attending
the conference may choose to attend one morning
seminar and one in the afternoons,

For more information call the Office of the Chaplain at
338-8188.

BY VINCENT HOLLINGER

In general one does not involve a professor's private life
when discussing Hopkins with him, but this is not
unfailingly the case. This article is an interview with two
members of the Hopkins faculty who, in addition to being
highly respected scholars, also happen to be gay. Under
these circumstances, a professor's personnal life is more
likely to come under consideration at different times and
for different reasons, and Drs. N. and V. shared with me a
few informal remarks about being gay in a university
setting.

I asked Dr. N. if he felt that there was an
anti-homosexual policy among members of the
administration. "Despite its basic conversatism," he
answered, "Hopkins has an outstanding record. I can't
think of a single instance where you could truly say
someone was discriminated against, and that goes back
thirty or forty years. But, of course, gay single men (and
women, if there were any) were expected to stay in line
and keep in the closet. On the other hand, gay men who
are married and have families, even those who are
shamelessly promiscuous or blatant, are not discriminated
against at all. I don't even think they're gossiped about,
unless, of course, they get in trouble with the law....I
can't speak for the administration, but I do know that on
this subject Steven Muller is absolutely open-minded. I
mean, that's an area where he's ahead of his time." While
agreeing that Dr. Muller is unprejudiced, Dr. V. was not so
optimistic otherwise, saying, "There may well be no
discrimination against gay professors already here, but
that isn't to say there hasn't been any in hiring."

This led me to ask about intra-departmental attitudes
toward homosexuality, and Dr. V. answered, "I'd be
surprised if any of my colleagues didn't know about me.
Also, I'd be surprised if I didn't have some sort of
reputation among the undergraduates. I don't myself feel
uncomfortable being gay or having graduate students or
colleagues know."

"This I know," Dr. N. said when I asked about
attitudes in his department, "that you can only come out
to certain colleagues. Others would be horrified if the
subject were brought up. I've learned never to introduce
the subject except with people I know are open to it."
When I asked if he had ever worried that being gay would
effect his employment, he answered, "Sure. Up until ten
years ago, that was a real consideration. When given
tenure at another, university, I was told that during the
discussion some members of the department had

registered their objections to my private life--which I had
thought was private."
On the role of gays in universities, Dr. N. remarked, "I

think it's true in most universities that gay men are largely
left out of the decision-making processes of the
university, but that's not true of gay women. Gay women
usually become deans. Well, often become deans." What
about coming out publicly? "It still is," Dr. N. said, "a
socially unacceptable thing to declare yourself in public,
and I think it's ill-advised. I would still be considered a
breach of decorum, but it would be better if it weren't
that way. I am against this 'coming-out-in-the-classroom'
thing. Of course, if you're teaching a course in gay
studies, it would be relevant; otherwise, it's political
exploitation of the classroom situation.. ..Many students
just aren't ready for it. Of course, in ten years they may
be"

Dr. V. had a number of remarks about political
activitism at Hopkins. "When I got here," he began in
response to a question about gay activitism, "I was
astonished by the lack of political activism on campus. I
had thought of leaving the country because of the
Vietman War. The reception of the news of the bombing
of Cambodia was the only time I have seen anything like
political activism on this. campus, and what's more, it was
resented." He observed that gay life at Hopkins is still
quite closeted, relative to other universities, and said,

"It's an anomaly that no member of the faculty has ever
attended a meeting of the Gay Caucus." At this point on
my manuscript, Dr. N. interjected, "Nobody ever invited
us," and Dr. V. continued with "I think it's not an
accident that gay activism would increase with women on
campus. I think things will gradually geget better."
When I asked why this situation existed, Dr. V.

suggested two reasons for this. "The faculty itself is
entrenched; they're academic mandarins to an extent not
exceede by any other university in the land. They're very
conscious of academic values, often vulgarly, and they
pursue them, to the neglect of political and social issues.
They're remarkably conservative. The second reason I
think is basically the same, namely the extroardinary
careerism of the undergraduates. A flourishingly careerist
mind in a healthy body seems to be the ideal."

Despite their criticisms, Drs. V. and N. had generally
positive attitudes toward Hopkins. Dr. V. probably
summed this up best when he concluded that, "All this
not withstanding, Hopkins is a real university; I mean,
scholarship is seriously pursued."

14ait

Python Redux
To the editor:

It mildly dismayed me to find t that the powers
that apparently were showed us a cut version of "Pleasure
at Her Majesty's" (a.k."Monty Python meets Beyond the
Fringe"). Why were the scenes in the dressing rooms
deleted? Who decided to abbreviate somewhat the
courtroom sketch, as well as the sketch featuring Peter
Cook as the man with the viper in the box? Certainly this
material wouldn't offend the sensibilities of the local
board of censors.

If we are going to pay more than seventy five cents to
see a film that lasts about an hour, then we should see at
least the uncut version.

A Modest Proposal

To the editor:

Let me for a moment make an argument for the
necessity of students' placing full and absolute faith in
their administration. Administrators are by definition the
guardians of our education, and everything they do is for
our own good; just ask anyone in Garland Hall or
Homewood House.
To illustrate this necessity, consider the ecent decree

that all Intersession courses shall be considered
independent research. Without total faith in the
administration, one might begin to wonder if some
conspiracy were underfoot. After all, they did this
without extending the maximum yearly amount of

indepedent research credits to nin (it is now six), which
would have made it possible for a student to both take
Intersession and do indepedent in the Fall and Spring
sessions. But under the present set of circumstances, we
cannot do this; and therefore, Intersession enrollment will
drop for January, 1978.
Remember the honorable Dr. Muller's desire to scrap

Intersession? But no ... I have faith and recognize the
situation as merely a curious coincidence.
Of course, a student who wisned to circumvent all of

this could ask his independent research supervisor to
create a course for him. The course enrollment may turn
out to be only one, but there is no rule against that. But I
must ask all students not to do this. It shows a lack of
faith in the administration. And this is bad, because
everything they do they do for .our own good. I know. I
asked them.

Vivian Ritter
Robert Cook
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Berchielli Removed as Prez
"A club needs people, not an ideology,

Paul was interested in ideology."
BY DAN MU'

Paul Berchielli, President of
the JHU Republican Club, was
removed from office on
November 15 by a 6-2 vote of the
club's active members. The club's
executive committee voted 4-1 to
initiate removal procedings early
the same evening.

According to Jody Patilla,
Acting President of the
Republicans, Mr. Berchielli was
impeached for actions without

consent of the executive

committee of the club and
misuse of funds.
At. the end of last semester, she

said Mr. Berchielli ordered six

bronze elephants for several
graduating club members. Ms.
Patilla said that sue does not
recall that Mr. Bercheilli
consulted the executive
committee. Mr. Berchielli says
that he did notify the board.
Ms. Patilla stated that Mr.

Berchielli had not consulted the
entire executive committee
before distributing a set of
Posters about the Alan Bakke
"reverse discrimination" case.
Mr. Berchielli and Treasurer
Daniel LeBar said that they had
"informally" talked to members
of the executive committee and
that a majority favored the
Posters.

According to Stephen Simms,
president of the Maryland
Federation of College
Republicans and a member of the
JHU club, said that another
reason for the impeachment was
membership had dropped under
Mr. Berchielli's presidency. Mr.
Simms commented that fewer
and fewer people attended each
successive meeting this year. Ms.
Patina noted that many of these
in attendance were freshmen and
that upperclassmen who were
members last year were iiot
participating this year.

Mr. Berchielli said that there
were few upperclassmen in the
club this year because many
members graduated last year.
Mr. Simms also charged that

Mr. Berchielli had not organized
the club's membership early
enough in the school year but
in-`'!ad had held the first meeting
in idl? September. Mr. Berchielli
said that Mr. Simms and other
club members deliberately
withheld the list of club members
from him this summer. Mr.
Simms admitted this but said
that the former president did not
need membership lists to call
meetings.

Messrs. Berchielli, Simms,
Lebar, and Ms. Patina all agreed
that a crucial issue had been the

role of the club itself. Mr.

Berchielli said he wanted the club

to be "campus rather than
campaign oriented."

"I didn't think that
cheerleading would go over well
here" ile continued.
Mr. Simms said that the

Maryland Federation provides
services to the member club and
coordinates statewide
participation. He denied Mr.
Berchielli's charge that he had
opposed creating an internship
program.

Mr. Simms related that last
spring, he tried to rectuit forty
JHU students to join a group of
Maryland and District of
Columbia Young Republicans in
a voting registration drive in
Hen rico County, Virginia for
then-gubernatorial candidate
John Dalton. At that time, Mr.
Simms charged, Mr. Berchielli
was "uncooperative." Mr.
Berchielli stated that although he
had contacted many students,
there was very little interest in
the project.
Mr. Simms claimed that a

majority of the JHU Republicans
favor expanding the club's
activity and that Mr. Berchielli's
"isolationist" attitude hindered
the .club's development. He
added the Georgetown University
Republicans have 300 members

of whom 100 aitend meetings and
that they had raised $1500 in the
past year.
Mr. Berchielli said, "The crux

of the whole impeachment was a
personal vendetta which involved
slander and character
assassination. It was impossible
for me to do the job that I was
elected to do because four or five
people were acting against my
authority before presidency even
started."
Both Mr. Simms and Ms.

Patilla both denied bearing any
personal grudges against the
ex-president. Mr. Simms did
admit that he had actively urged
impeachment. ,`in the interests of
the club's future." "A club needs
people, not an ideology," Mr.
Simms commented. "Paul was
interested i.! id2ology."

Mr. Berchielli „aid the rule
which allowed only members
who had attended three fourths
of the meeting to vote hA
prohibited new members from

,:asting votes /that might have

prevented impeachment. Mr.
LeBar commented that tne
pro-impeachment forces had
ignored a customary rule under
which a member woo had given a
"legitimate" prior excuse for not
attending a meeting would have

been counted in attendance.
Ms. Patina noted the concept

was too "nebulous" to call a rule
and that Mr. Berchielli had never
made a list of who had given such
prior notification. She also said
that in the impeachment process,
the club had to follow the
written constitution, which
contains no such prior
notification 'rule. Ms. Patilla
stated that she felt that an equal
number of positive and negative
votes had been excluded by
three -fourths or prior

notification rules.
Mr. Lebar st.ted that he is

resigning from his position as
club treasurer as a result of the
incident.

Appointments 
Ellipsis Suffers Spring Fair Chairman Named
From SAC Squeeze 4 -

1

The Johns Hopkins literary
magazine, EHipsis, is now
accepting translations, graphics,
Poetry, and prose for publication
in its 1978 issue. Its content has
steadily improved: last year's
issue included Mary A. Robinson,
who has appeared twice in The
New Yorker, Frederick
Barthelme, and °tilers of the
same caliber but as yet less
familiar.
The present edition will be

enriched in both content and
style—the production will be
designed and fastidiously
Printed? The composition will
befit its content.

If money and material allow,
Ellipsis will also be larger. In the
at two years, from over 500
submissions only thirty have
Shared the benefits of
Publication.

But money binds could hinder
improvement: the Student
Activities Commission has cut
funds to Ellipsis by one tnird. To
maintain the magazine in accord
With its increased significance to
the Hopkins community, painful
trade-offs must occur. The
Coleman Awards—$150 each for
Prose and poetry—may have to
be cut or dropped entirely,
leaving them a merit of honor
rather than renumeration. Ellipsis
has gone panhandling to the
Writing Seminars Department,
Which has offered ;xpert
Counseling on ho to use

production funds more

.efficiently, but they are unable

to finance such a project. The

Alumni Association will decide

early this month whether or not

to back Hopkins' only forum for

fiction, poetry, translations and

graphics. A pledge of $100 has

been offered by a faculty

member for tile cause;

approximately $900 is needed.

In some form or another,

Ellipsis will be published at the

end of toe academic year and will

contain the finest literature the
Hopkins community has to offer.
Graduate and undergraduate
student and employees of the
University are eligible. Here are

the rules of the game:
1. The Coleman Awards are

prizes given to the best prose and
poetry entered for publication in
Ellipsis. Decisions of the judges

are final. 2. Only those works of
prose and poetry submitted for
publication in Ellipsis and
received by March 3,1978 will be
considered for the Coleman
Awards. Ellipsis reserves the right

to publish all submitted works
irrespective of whether any

works receive a Coleman Award.

3. All entries become the

property of Ellipsis and will not

be returned, except for graphic

entries which will be returned.

Ellipsis will not assume any

responsibility for loss or damage.
Submissions and inquiries will

• be accepted now through March

3 by Mark Landes, Box 597.

BY BRUCE SMITH

Andy Albstein has been named
chairperson of the Spring Fair by
the Selections Committee of the
Student Council.

This year's theme is "3400 On
Stage, A World's Fair," and the

! event will resemble the 1893
i World's Fair. The first meeting of
people interested in the Fair was
Wednesday November 30. MA.
Albstein said many people have

I 
offered to held with the Fair, and

! that a thirty-person board has
been chosen to start work on the
food b000ths, arts and crafts,
plant operations, publicity,
fundraising, parking, information
correlation, and exhibits.

1 Mr. Albstein said he hopes
!every student group will get

involved. He added lie would also
like to see all Baltimore's ethnic
groups represented at the Fair.

Student groups and individuals
interested in having a booth at
the Fair can contact Mr. Albstein
or co-chairperson Conrad Selnik
,for information. Mr. Albstein
- stated that the Spring Fair
Committee will try to turn

t 

paying positions and food booths
1 over to students rather than
, giving them to outside groups.

Mr. Albstein judged the
chances of having rides at the
Fair this year as "fair to good."
The Spring Fair will be April

14,15, and 16.

Investments Liason Picked
Barry Gilbert has been

appointed undergraduate
representative to the Public
Interest Investment Advisory
Committee for 1978.

The Public Interest
Investment Advisory Committee
investigates the sometimes
controversial practices of
corporations in which the

• University owns stock. These
practices include political
contributions, the Arab boycott,
strip mining, ties with South
Korea and apartheid nations, and
low minority employment. The
.PIIAC also conducts research on
the quality of management.
The Johns Hopkins

Institutions own about $150
'million in stocks. When
shareholder resolutions are made,
they are discussed and voted on
by the University's Board of
Trustees. The PIIAC serves as an
advisory committee to the
trustees. Ms. Carole Jaffe, last
year's undergraduate
representative on the committee,

related that she could not think
of a case where the trustees had
'not gone along with a PIIAC
recommendation ever since the
committee was formed six or
seven years ago. The shareholder
resolutions are important because
they affect management, ...ven

• when they don't pass. Many
resolution's force corporations to

• disclose their records.
The PIIAC consists of one

student and one faculty member
from each University DivLion.
Dr. Fred Glade of the Evening
College chairs the committee.
George Stewart, Treasurer of the
University, sits on the commitee
ex-officio. In addition, a student
from the Black Student Union is
supposed to be on the PIIAC.

Despite being the only woman
and the only student on the
commitee this year, Ms. Jaffe
said, "I feel I was treated the
same as everyone else." She
described serving on the
committee as an "interesting job
and a fairly large responsibility."
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news-letter
classifieds 

NEED $70 OR
MORE PER MONTH?
PharmaKinetics Laboratories is
conducting Studies to compare
different brands of prescription
medicines. Safety and effectiveness
of these medicines have already
been established. If 19-30 years old,
healthy male, you may be eligible to
participate. Studies involve an
overnight stay at our dormitory,
taking a dose of medicine and the
drawing of several small blood
samples by skilled technicians.
Studies are conducted under strict
medical supervision. Participants are
paid $70 to $250 per study
depending upon the length of time
involved. To find out if you are
eligible you must take a physical
exam. We pay you $10 for taking
the first physical. Bring valid ID. If
interested, call 366-2001.

SPANISH by Native Teachers - All
levels, all ages. Private or small
groups. 366-2056.

SKI TRIP(s)! SUGARLOAF,
MAINE 1/1 - 1/6 and 1/8 - 1/13 5
nights lodging, 51/2 days lifts,
excellent meals, roundtrip bus with
free beer and wine. $170.00 -
$220.00 Call Eileen 882-9860
ANYTIME!

TENNIS PROS AND ASSISTANT
PROS - Seasonal and year round
clubs; good playing and teaching
background. Call (301) 654-3770,
or send 2 complete resumes and 2
pictures to : Col. R. Reade, 8401
Connecticut Avenue, Suite 1011,
Chevy Chase, MD 20015.

ADDRESSERS WANTED
IMMEDIATELY! Work at home --
no experience necessary — excellent
pay . Write American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 269, Dallas, TX
75231.

CARRIAGE HOUSE - Rent Free!
In country, 20 minutes from JHU. ,
Instead of rent, work few hours on
grounds, etc. in spare time. Pay only
for fuel and utilities. For many
years has been occupied by married
grad students on this basis.
363-1070.

Come to the One Acts,
Friday & Sat. at 8, in the
Little Theatre .in Levering.
Don't worry about the
bucks, they're FREE!

ROCKY
Friday, Dec. 9 - Great Hall

Saturday, Dec. 10 - SHRIVER Hall

7:30 & 10 p.m.
S.

The Office of Special Events

presents

FROM MUSIC TO MIME: A HOLIDAY OFFERING

under the auspices of Young Audiences, Inc.

and the Music Performance Trust Funds

with the cooperation of the Musician's Association

of Metropolitan Baltimore

JON HARVEY, Mime

MARIAN KAUL JAZZ QUINTET

BALTIMORE PERCUSSION QUARTET

This is a program for the whole family!

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1977 7:30 P.M.

Shriver Hall Auditorium

FREE
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10% DISCOUNT on books°
Students, Faculty,
Senior Citizens Cash Only

Stock Books Only

Special Orders Welcome

516 York Rd.-Open 7 Days

Those One Acts are tonight & tommorrow
at 8 pm. They're free, so bring the kids!!!

Of all the ways
to play records,
JVC is the most precise.

QL-7

1L-F50

JVC
THE PRECISION
CHOICE IN MANUAL
AND AUTOMATIC TURNTABLES.

JVC QL-7 Quartz-Locked Turntable.
Direct-drive motor with quartz-locked
servo for constant, accurate speed at
331/3 & 45 rpm. Exclusive WC gimbal
suspension Tracing Hold tonearm. Il-
luminated strobe. Resonant-free base &
dust cover.

JVC 1L-F50 Fully Automatic Direct-
Drive Turntable. Up front controls for
operation with dust cover closed. Auto-
matic lead-in, return and shutoff. One
thru six replays, or continuous. Speed
control. Anti-skate. 2 speeds. Base &
dust cover.

No.
JVC 11.-A40 Semi-Automatic Direct-
Drive Turntable. Automatic tonearm re-
turn and shutoff. Tracing Hold arm
with gimbal suspension. 2-way viscous
cueing. Anti-skate. Illuminated strobe
2 speeds. Base & dust cover.

JVC JL-F30 Fully Automatic Turntable.
Automatic tonearm lead-in, return and
shutoff. Repeat play from one to six
times. or continuously. Belt-drive mo-
tor. Oil damped cueing. Anti-skate. 2
speeds. Base & dust cover.

COMBINE ANY OF THESE
OUTSTANDING JVC COMPONENTS

WITH A JVC TURNTABLE
FOR A TOP PERFORMANCE SYSTEM.

.,,x•••' •••••
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....348030$00300.
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JVC SK-1000 3-Way Speaker System.
New Phase Moire technology. Solid
bass blends with smooth midrange and
crisp highs. Mid & high frequency con-
trol. 170 watts (peak), 85 watts RMS.

Available at these
JVC Spotlight dealers

GORDON MILLER MUSIC 8802 Orchard Tree Lane,Towson • GORDON MILLER MUSIC Pikesville
Shopping Center. Piesville • GORDON MILLERMUSIC 6600 H. Baltirrore National Pike, Baltimore
SPACEWAY SOUND 304 Legion Avenue, An-

napolis I

JVC S600 II AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
JVC's best. 120 watts/ch. nun. RMS.
8 ohms. 20-20,000 Hz, with no more
than 0.08° total harmonic distortion.
Exclusive S.E.A. graphic equalizer 5-
zone tone control.

NC S200 II AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
A great performer. 35 watts/ch. min.
RMS, 8 ohms. 20-20.000 Hz, with no
more than 0.5 total harmonic distor-
tion. Twin power and tuning meters.
FM muting.

JVC KD-75 Cassette Deck. Features ex-
clusive Super ANRS noise reduction, 5
peak-reading Lps, Sen-Alloy head and
unique Recording/EQ switch. MIC/LINE
mixing. Front-loading.

JVC K0-15 Cassette Deck with Dolby.
f-cnt-loacriing

model. 1fighlights auto-stop, bias/RI
switches and 5 LED peak level indica-
tors. Connect a timer for absentee rs-
cording.

For a free booklet on mixology write:GIROUX, P.O. Box 2186G. Astoria Station,New York, N.Y. 11102.
Giroux is a product of A-W BRANDS, INC. a subsidiary of IROQUOIS BRANDS LTD.
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"Solomon" Worthy Successor to "Roots"
BY ROS RESNICK

Song of Solomon. Toni Morrison. Published by Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc., New York. 337 pp. $8.95. Now available at
the JHU (Follet) Book Center.

"My baby girl. That's my baby girt My baby girL Al)
baby girl. My baby girl."

Conyersational4, she spoke, identifting Hagar, selecting
her away from everybotO eise in the world who had
died. ..She leaned a little, telling in turee words the full
story of the stumped life in the coffin behind her. "Al)'
baby girl." Words tossed like stones into a silent canyon.

A hard lump formed in my throat as I leaned closer to
the TV set to listen to Toni Morrison iead Dick Cavett
this passage from her latest book, Song of Solomon. "And
you're sure you were a failed actress?" asked Mr. Cavett
breaking the hypnotic atmosphere.. I slumped back into
the couch as Ms. Morrison laughed and became the glib,
poised author that I recognized, but I could not forget
those lingering moments when she had revealed tier
hidden psychic power--the legacy of African matriarchs'
love and anger, developed through centuries of having to
fend for themselves.
Song of Solomon could easily be squeezed into the

convenient niche now occupied by Alex Haley's Roots.
Both are sagas of twentieth-century black men seeking
their past to better understand themselves. 13(ith men
discover their ancestry through oral history, but there the
similarity ends. Song of Solomon is unabashedly fiction,
and often metaphorical. It also incorporates the searcher
rather than leaving him outside the work. Moreover, Song
of Solomon's blacks see themselves in the context of
other blacks, not usually in terms of their relationships
with whites.
Song of Solomon is the story 'of Macon (Milkman)

Dead III's coming of age. The Dead family acquired its
last mime when a drunken Reconstruction bureaucrat
filled out a registration form incorrectly. Throughout the
novel, the name "Dead" serves to separate this
upper-middle-class black family economically, socially,
and culturally from other blacks and from other family
members; it is a reminder of the fainily's "unnatural"
Position.
Born into a household of two silent, repressed sisters, a

delicate, impractical mother, and a despotical,
money-grubbine, father, Milkman resolves early to change
his hie. His lower class friend, Guitar, invites him to taste
the forbidden fruit of knowledge—in tnis case, the

7
wine-house owned by Pilate, his father's intuitive,
powerful sister. Although Milkman outwardly continues
an affluent existence, partying at a fashionable beach club
and collecting rent for his father, he also attaches himself
to the "counter-culture": Guitar and his pool-playing
friends; his lover and Pilate's granddaughter, Hagar; and
even his mother, whom his father despises. Long before
Milkman begins to search for his "roots" (via a search for
hidden gold, an admittedly flimsy premise), he encounters

conflicting stories from his parents about their
generation's family traumas.

\*,

•

O FMON
Mor;valon

As M ilk in an begins h is geneological search in
earnest--talking with elderly denizens of his father's home
town, he finds himself through searching for his ancestors.
FOr example, after visiting two towns that acclaimed him
as a hero because of his family's wealth and position, he
stands at a bar and discusses with tile tavern-owner the
possibility of buying another car if his currently damaged
one cannot be repaired. The poor, black patrons resent
this Northerner's ostentatiousness. insult him, and force
him into a fight, which he wins by his own skill, not by
innate status. He then goes hunting with the others, and.
in an effort to fend off Guitar (who has joined the
terrorist, anti-white Seven Days and now wants to kill

him), misses him with a bullet. When he covers up by

telling the men that he misfired, they accept Milkman

because the city-slicker is no better than themselves and

:can admit it. This is the first step towards Milkman's

identification with his own people and his own ancestors.,

But most of Milkman's psychological growth develops

without much physical drama. By discovering his family's
history, lie manages to cfear the tree's knots and gnarls, the

bitter, age-old grudges caused by ignorance. For instance,
when he tells Aunt Pilate that the white man's bones she
has been toting around since she was a girl are actually
those of tier father, she buries them along with her copper
earring containing the name her illiterate father \ Chose
randomly from the Bible. Most importantly, Milkman
discovers and identifies with his family's patriarch,
Shalimar (Solomon), who escaped slavery by flying back
to Africa.
Song of Solomon is a goldmine of psychological

characterization and striking imagery. As mentioned
earlier, the powerful black woman emerges in Pilate.
According to her brother, "if you ever have a doubt we
come from Africa, look at Pilate. She look just like Papa
and he look like all them pictures you ever see of
Africans... Close his face up like a door... That woman's
no good. She's a snake, and can charm you like a snake,
but still a snake." Pilate demonstrates African
matriarchical anger both in the passage cited at the
beginning and when she sticks a knife into the chest of
her daughter's lover and tells him that she cannot bear to
see he daughter go unloved. Circe, the midwife who saw
'Pilate's mother die, also represents this type of woman.
Pilate's daughter and granddaughter are too weak to stand
alone; in the end. their dependence on Pilate leads to
tragedy. Macon Dead ll's wife and daughters are
light-skinned (as opposed to the dark-skinned, pure
Africans) and dwell in rose-petalled dismalness bec: use of
their refinement and incompetence.

Ms. Morrison's use of language is vivid, skillful, and
moodsetting. Her deceptively simple, picturesque style,
reminiscent of E. L. Doctorow's in Ragtime, makes ,uick
and enjoyable reading. She captures black speech patterns
in both dialogue and narration. .Her English moves
rhythmically, and her use of metaphors tends to make the
reader forget that the story takes place in the twentieth
century. She mixes Biblical and nature symbolism to
create an aura of the past.
The title, Song of Solomon, refers to a psalm about

love, but, more relevantly, to a chant sung by children in
the Dead family's home town--a song whose words
remained long after the meaning had been forgotten, just*
as the family's hardened passions continued the legacy of
a past riddled with slow poison.

• Passions Explored

In New Roth Novel

BY CHRIS STUTZ

Philip Roth's latest novel , The Professor of Desire.
explores both the rewarding and destructive sides of
monomania, while at the same time casting light upon the
;:ielltable problems which aging presents to a man of tile
flesh. The book, though depressing for the must part, is
well-written and revealing.
The theme of the novel itself—how one man deals

With his numerous and consuming desires-; s fascinating.
We all experience passion: for art, for knowledge, for
possessiohs, etc. We devote ourselves to people and to
Ideals. What is so interesting about David Kepesh, the
narrator, is that•his ?reate-si love is passion itself. He is
equally satisfied with' melancholy a.„ with elation, as lung
as what he feels is an extreme of emotion. It is mediocrity
of which he is most frightened.
And so the reader is taken through the ups and downs

of Kepesh's life: tnat is, until middle-age, at which time
the hero, resigned to a future devoid of the intensities of
Youth, concludes his monologue. What the unsuspecting
reader is subjected to is an at times tedious, but very
often witty, account of the frustrations oi college,
marriage, and the beginnings of m:.le menopause. Oh,
there are happy times, too, but they are usually so
Clouded over with guilt or dwarfed by fantasies of greater

Philip Roth
The Professor

of Desire

glories that one is not allowed to appreciate them. This is
only fair, for neither is Kepesh.

Actually, poor Kepesh will never be satisfied. His two
great passions-- academia and sex--do not mix.This is not
an unfamiliar dilemma—how to reconcile the cravings of
the mind with those of the flesn—and fortunately Roth
does not exploit it. Not surprisingly, Kepesh is unable to
concentrate on his work when he is unfulfilled sexually,
and of COuTSC becomes quite prolific when he believes he
has found the right -,voman. What is unusual is Kepesh's
narcissistic obsession with the condition of his own desire.
One almost expects tam to devise some way of
quantifying it, so intent is he upon cataloguing nis variou.,
lusts. I believe it is this preoccupation with Ms own
emotional state tnat keeps him from attaining true
satisfaction.

David Kepesh, like most people, always wants what he
doesn't have. The problem is that he overlooks the
positive things he does have until lie has lost them. Then,
of course, he wants them even more. This insatiability is
both intriguing and exasperating. He is absolutely
miserable with nis wife, Helen, yet o ice he is rid of her he
remembers only the good things about her.-

Another problem with Kepesh is that he is victimize(
by externals. For all his strong desires,' he is incredibl)
lacking in courage. He canhot divorce ids intolerable wife
cannot put a stop to the persistent advances of an
obnoxious nomosexual, and, saddest of all, he cannot love
without regret. He accepts as inevitable the premature
death of desire, as if it were something regulated by a dial
somewhere, rather than kindled from within.
The novel has characters and themes of interest.

Freudians will appreciate Kepesh's breast fixation,
particularly when he falls for a schoolteacher with the
disposition and manner of his own mother. Claire is a true
Earth Mother: she g..rdens and sews and cooks--a perfect
symbol of creativity and fer.ility. Herbie Bratasky is
unforgettable as young Kepesh's id.:1, as are Birgitta and
many of the other women, who, in their uni,,ue ways,
attempt to satisfy Kepesh's many lusts.

Roth's style is very appealing for several reasons. The
use of the first person establishes an immediate rapport
between narrator and reader, who is drawn into the story
'from the very beginning by the vivid, flowing prose.
Characters are drawn witih an impeccable attention to
detail that makes them unique, living individuals. The
book is far from boring, and can even be iuite amusing if
one can tolerate the relentless and often annoyingly
self-indulgent soul-searching. 1 nad .problems accepting
Kepesh's weaknesses, but found them interesting
nevertheless. He rem.nded me in a way Jf Dorothy in The
Wizard of Oz, who searched for happiness until she found
it in her own backyard.

Probably the most revealing habit of Kepesh's is one
that he describes at the end of the novel. He and Claire
like to play one record album over and over until "we
have had enough." Then they play another until they tire
of it. What he fails to see is that singular devotion to
anything, be it a piece of music or the pursuit of love,
must inevitable become not only tiring, but deeply
disappointing as well.
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Essayist Picks
Through

The Rubble
BY MIKE GUILIANO.

Missing Persons and Other Essays. By Heinrich Boll.
Translated from the German by Leila Vennewitz. 281
pages. McGraw-Hill. $9.95. Available at the Johns
Hopkins Book Center.
"Human imagination and delight in storytelling are
evidently no match for documents.." Heinrich Boll.

"We write essays? who reads essays?" Irving Howe.

As Irving Howe suggests, essays are not the most
popular literary form, though several essayists, John
Updike, E.B. White and Howe among them, have
continuted to write distinguished pieces of non-fiction.
Heinrich Boll, another member of this select group, has
enjoyed much critical renown in America for the English
translations of his novels, and the American press has
given him a small measure of notoriety in reporting his
political views and confrontations with the conservative
German press, but what American readers have not
received, until the publication of this book, is a collection
of Boll's non-fiction prose. Many of us have read, or are at
least familiar with, a few of the books Boll has written
since the second World War, among them Billiards at
Half-Past Ninee, (1962) The Clown, (1%5) Group Portrait
With Lady, (1973) and The Lost Honor of Katharine Blum
(1975) the last of which even surfaced in Baltimore as a
rather mediocre film a year or so ago.

Boll has been writing essays during that same period,
and now English readers have access to a selection of 29
essays, reviews and miscellaneous pieces
spanning twenty-some years. Unfortunately, although
Missing Persons includes many satiric comments and
bitter observations about contemporary Germany, there is
virtually no mention of the very issues that have
preoccupied Boll since the early 1970's, namely the
German press, urban terrorists, and West Germany's
frightening right-wing backlash. Indeed, Boll, a Catholic
pacifist, has been the whipping-boy of conservative
politicians and newspapers, for they accuse him of
encouraging a radical climate that fosters utban terrorists
like the Baader-Meinhof group. Boll's numerous
statements, including television appearances, in his
self-defense have not appeased the conservative
opposition. Fellow-dovelist Gunter Grass described the
attacks on Boll as part of "a witch-hunt against writers,
intellectuals, and men of the church, a witch-hunt which
is spreading into newspaper editorial rooms." It is Boll's
misfortune. that he is all three-- a Catholic, an intellectual,
and a novelist. Although he is a pacifist as well, lie has
defended himself admirably, and, for that matter, has
launched his own counterattack in articles and speeches,
as well as in his novels, particularly in Tne Lost Honor of
Katharine Blunz, a sharp criticism of the sensationalistic,
"yellow,' reactionary West German press.

Many of the essays in Missing Persons were written
in recent years, but they do not comment on the
particular situation outlined above, and it's a
disappointing omission that will hopefully be rectified in
future translations of Boll essays. What disappoints, then,
is not what is present in Missing Persons, but what is
missing, for the volume includes many interesting, and a
few compelling, essays. The title essay, for instance,
records the author's search for his mother, not as she
remains in memory, but as she really was as a little girl.
The search broadens to include not only Boll himself, but
the entire past itself: "I am looking for myself, aged ten,
riding to school on mybicycle...lt is not the permanent I
am z4fter but the present that has become the
past...I want the present of those who belong to the
past."

In a sense that is Boll's task as a novelist, to present
the past as present, to explore the recent German past,
handling it as he would handle contemporaryreality. The
title essay, "Missing Persons," says as much in a general
way. but other essays, especially "Trying to Close the
Gap," are much more specific. In that latter essay Boll
proceeds from a discussion of War and Peace as an
historical novel, to several observations on the
relationship between fiction and history: "Every novel,
unless it is Utopian, is historical, even the so-called
'contemporary novel.' The inevitable time lag between
writing and publishing is in itself enough to turn the
thematic in into history." By turning all novelists,
or nearly all novelists, into historians, Boll, no doubt,
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feels more comfortable hi vindicating his own role as an
historical novelist: "I am an author, I write novels, all of
them attempts to close the gap to all that is inexplicable
in recent German history."

Boll's defense of one type of novel, the historical, is
accompanied by a defense of the subject matter found in
so many novels written about the Second World War,
what Boll has called the literature of war, rubble and
homecoming. Two essays, "In Defense of Washtubs" and
"In Defense of 'Rubble Literature," are discussions of
the 'rubble literature' produced by the Second World War.

Although the first essay is humorous and effectively
makes its point, the second essay provides a somewhat
more serorious definition of what is meant by the term
`rubble literature."
"The first literary attempts of our generation since

1945," explains Boll, "have been described as excessively
preoccupied with the bomb-ravaged cities and towns of
Germany and hence dismissed as 'rubble literature.' "
Boll, defending this school, takes delight in the fact that
the prototype of all Western authors, Homer, was likewise
preoccupied with war, rubble and homecoming. Just as
Dickens, growing up in a milieu of workhouses and
prisons, eventually wrote about and criticized that
environment, Boll, as a schoolchild reading Mein Kamph
and as a young man in the German army, collected the
storehouse of experiences and observations on which he
has built his career. If he writes 'rubble literature,' it is
simply because Germany during and immediately after
the War was a land of war, rubble, and homecomings.
Critics of Boll's approach sometimes note that because
the War was and no longer is, Boll's preoccupation with it,
even in his •novels of contemporary German life, is
inappropriate, an expression of his own partcular
background and obsessions rather than an accurate
portrayal of Germany. In one beautifully-written
paragraph, Boll,defends 'rubble literature.-
"And behind the dusty windows of a small factory the

writer's eye sees a young girl standing at a machine
punching out buttons, buttons without which our clothes
would not be garments but pieces of cloth hanging loosely
on us, neither adorning us nor keeping us warm; this
young working girl wears lipstick when sue is not at work,
also goes to the movies, smokes cigarettes, goes walking
with a young man who repairs cars or drives a bus. And it
is part of this young girl that her mother lies buried
somewhere beneath a pile of rubble: under a mound of
dirty bricks and mortar, somewhere deep in the ground
lies the mother of this girl and her grave has no cross.
Very rarely--once in a year--the girl goes to the spot and
lays some flowers on that dirty pile of rubble under w!tich
her mother lies buried.—

Modern Germany has constructed skyscrapers and
factories over the rubble and over the mother's grave, but
there are in of Germans alive today who
experienced the War, and millions more, like that young
working girl, who have been affected by it, for no matter
how much makeup and lipstick the girl wears, regardless
of how modern her lifestyle might be, there r, still.
beneath the personal and social cosmetics, within herself
and within her society, rubble. Wars and their devastating
effects don't end with the armistices, even though many
West German officials and teacners have tried to ignore or
downplay the Nazi years, as if there had never been any
rubble.

Boll must shudder when informed of a recent poll
taken among West German schoolchildren, which found
that quite a few had no idea who Adolph Hitler was,
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while others admired the Nazi regime .tor the solidarity
and stability the German people displayed. There are also,
as Boll has noted, and as Marcel Ophuls has recorded in
The Memory of Justice, thousands of unrepentant Nazis
in Germany. The entire climate, political and social, is
becoming more conservative, more aggressively
nationalistic, which can only frighten Boll, as well as
others who see that beneath the cosmetics there are piles
of rubble-- remnants from the last War and ominous
portents for the future. Several essays in ,Missing
Persons, discuss, admire and defend another writer of
'rubble literature,' Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who, when
exiled from the U.S.S.R., was flown to West Germany
and secluded in Boll's country retreat. This collection
includes essays about Solzhenitsyn's Cancer Want, The Oak :
and tile Calf, Stories and Prose Poems, The First Circle,
and The Gulag Archipelago. Commenting on one of the
more horrifying facts recorded in Gulag, Stalin's
imprisonment of liberated Russian P.O.W.'s because they
had iiad contact with Germans, Boll adds a chilling,
personal note of his own: "I recall having looked on, from
the inner cage of an American prisoner-of-war camp,
while former Russian P.O.W.'s had to be positively forced
into rail cars and trucks, many of them screaming and
resisting in vain. At the time wt.: did not grasp the terrible
significance of what was happening: we only found out
later. They were being taken to the Gulag Archipelago."

Time collection also includes Boll's locture foi the 1972
Nobel Prize in Literature, ossays on Sean O'Casey,
Northern Ireland, BrendanBelian, and Bernard Malamud's
The Fixer. Generally speaking, those essays dealing with
Russian nuth ors like Solzhenitsyn, Tolstoi and
Dostoevsky, and those concerning Boll's observations on
the Second World War, provide the most interesting
reading. What, personally, I find the most compelling and
memorable essay is "The Gun Was Aimed at Kafka." Bolt
happened to bc in Prague in August, 1968 when the
Russians invaded, and ins account of the events is
striking:"The shot., were live, and numerous, and they
swept us back twenty-five years and a few months. The
shots declared categorically: Europe knows no peace, it
exists in a state of varying armistices. Here, in Prague, an
armistice was being broken...Outside the building where
Kafka was born stood a tank, its gun barrel aimed at the
bust of Kafka."

The Writing Seminars is placing greater emphasis on
the media in its spring course offerings, with two
newspaper internships and o ic television internship.
A course given in conjunct!on with the Baltintote

News-A merican. Practicing Journalism, has been offered
for several years. Admission to this pass/fail course is on a
competitive basis and is limited to five juniors or seniors.
Student interns are assigned to an editor or section of the
newspaper, and report one day a week to either work in
the office or p.ck up assignments. Another, recentlY
started newspaper internship with the Baltimore
Sunpapers is limited to three students. Also, a new
internship with WJZ TV (ABC, Channel 13) has openings
for three students.

Because competition for these positions s intensive,
preference is given to juniors or seniors with experience
and career plans in these areas. Undergraduates interested
in either of the newspaper internships would improve
their qualifications and chances of acceptance by active
participation in some aspect of the Johns Hopkins
News-Letter. For further information on any of these
internships, contact Mary Camercr at the Writing
Seminars office, Gilman 135.
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When: Friday, December 9, 1977

Where: St. Mary's Seminary
5400 Roland Ave.

Baltimore, Maryland

Who:

Why: To commemorate the Universal Declaration 1

Keynote Speaker: Joseph L. Rauh, Jr.,

Civil Rights Attorney, Washington D.C.

Morning and afternoon seminars in racism,

of Human Rights

COME TO

A HUMAN RIGHTS

DAY CONFERENCE f

Plus:
. political and civil rights, economic, social

and cultural rights.

Details: Registration fee: $3.50 (includes lunch)
Call the Office of the Chaplain (338-8197)
or stop by for registration and a brochure.
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PRESENTATION BY

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

METRO CENTER'S

INTERNATIONAL FELLOW

NMI

GILBERT DuPASQUIER

ON

I THE NEW PARIS'

(URBAN PLANNING

IN PARIS)

HOPKINS COMMUNITY INVITED

BRING YOUR LUNCH!

COFFEE, CIDER, SNACKS PROVIDED

GREAT HALL

HOPKINS UNION
DECEMBER 8

12 NOON

SOPHOMORES
FREE BEER 1
FRidAy, DECEMbER 2

IN ThE RAT

9:30 'Til you CAN'T

STANd ANYMORE

LAST ChANCE
bEfORE FINALS
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"In Celebration" A Reunion of Strong Characters
"It is this inner strength and will to fight

that keeps these people alive and sane.PP

BY CHRIS STUTZ

In Celebration, the premiere play of Theatre Hopkins'
56th season, is a powerful drama on both tile intellectual
and emotional levels. David Storey has brilliantly
combined humor and drama to present a family portrait
of stunning realism and humanity. The flawless script is
brought to life by a talented cast under skillful direction.
Tne occasion is the fortieth wedding anniversary of the

Shaws, whose grown sons have returned home to join in
the celebration. Steve, the youngest of the three, is a
writer lacking in ambition. He gave up writing a book
about the evils of modern industrial society after four
years' work, and he winces with a mixture of shame and
frustration at his family's repeated inquiries.
Andrew is the next son to appear, and he immediately

establishes himself as the arrogant oldest brother. He gave
up a successful career as a soliciter to dispassionately
pursue that of a painter. He delivers a very clever satire on
abstract art, explaining that he paints not nude women
but geometric figures, dribbles, and sometimes even
"nothing" (he later confesses to having no interest at all
in art). He is brimming with contempt for everything
conformist, for all that society deems successful. He vents
this bitterness on his younger brothers in the form of
disparagement and ridicule.
The character of the middle son, Colin, is brought out

very gradually. Colin is not as complex as the others, but
he is a consistently strong force in the household. He is
well-suited to his job of labor arbitor, having played
referee in his won home as a child. He is still trying to
preserve calm in the family, controlling with a sureness
tendered by love and genuine compassion.
The most redeeming feature of the play is the strength

of the characters. Andrew clings tenaciosly to his strong
ideals., and Mr. and Mrs. Shaw derive enormous strength

from their indestructible love for one another. It is this
inner strength and will to fight that keep these people
alive and sane.

Bruce MacDonald gives Andrew Shaw the depth and
realism that enables him to dominate the play. It is his
story we are told, and the subtle transition from the
jokester who merely plays off of tile others to tile central,
most meaningful figure in the story is smooth and
well-executed. At once he's affectionate and biting,
berating not so much out of cruelty as out of sheer
loneliness and despair. He is critical of Steve for
abandoning the book because he failed to articulate the
anger that Andrew feels. The reasons for the resentment
in tile relationsiiip become clear later in the play.

Cliff Jarrett's Colin is a remarkably consistent
character. Mr. Jarrett su.scessfully avoids turning Colin
into a stale, sterile businessman. Rather, Mr. Jarrett
portrays him as the one son who has achieved his goals
without guilt. He truly loves his family, and treats each
one with an unusual awareness of iiis specific needs. Even
when he confesses that he wants to be married because it
is "less embarrassing" than being single, one cannot find
fault wit,' him.

Steve Lovejoy, as the youngest son Steve, fails to seize
the few opportunities to bring his character to life. He is
continually overshadowed by his brother Andrew, as he
should be; however, rather tnan use that position to
transmit the very real sense of being haunted by feelings
of inadequacy and guilt, he seems to shrink as a character
and at times almost vanish from the scene itself.

Donald Hart gives an incredible performance as Mr.
Shaw. All the qualities of a hard-working, loving nusband
and father who sacrificed for his children are brought out
with an originality that prevents the character from falling
into a stereotype. His inner strength, while subdued,
comes across well, and Hart manages to maintain a quiet

Pianist Cynthia Raims will be this year's young artist in
the Shriver Hall Concert Series' Young Artists program.

Pianist Cynthia Raims will be this year's young artist in
the Shriver Hall Concert Series' Young Artists program.
This program, instituted last year, is designed promising
young artists valuable exposure at tile start of their
careers.
Of course, these young artists are anything but

untested. Cynthia Raim, for example, gave her concert
debut at age nine, when she performed the Mozart
Concerto in F, K. 459, with the Detroit Symphony. Two
years later, she gave a performance of the Beethoven
Piano Concerto No. 3 on NBC's Today show.

Her propensity for prize winning is also pronounced.
Among the many laurels she has gathered is the
prestigious Three Rivers Competition. The THree Rivers
Competition is generally looked upon as the
instrumentalists' equivilant of the Metropolitan Opera
Auditions.
Ms. Raim's program for her concert (which will be in

Sariver Hall, on Sunday, December 11 at 8:30) will be as
follows: Three sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti; the
Beethoven Sonata in A-flat, Op. 110; the Prokofiev
Sonata in a minor; and Robert Schumann's Carnaval.

presence that reinforces the image of a man who rules
with a gentle nand. Mr. Shaw is a character full of
tenderness and love, and toese qualities are best
exemplified wiien lie talks about his wife. Mr. Hart brings
ou t the many sides of Shaw: the humorous, the
affectionate, the proud, and even the childlike.
Wendy Weldon does a fine job with the character of

Mrs. Shaw. Unfortunately, site cannot escape tile
stereotype of the doting mother. Her bewilderment at the
end of tile play is excellent, and she has many touching
moments throughout. She does get a bit Edith Bunkerish
at times, which I found slightly distracting, but her
portrayal of the family matriarch is genuine and
convincing.

Anne Helms is indispensable as Mrs. Burnett, the nosy
neighbor who turns out to be a bit more important than
she seems. Her roles as stabilizing elements in both the
family and the play are well-developed. As tile involved
outsider, she is able to give both subjective and objective
points of view on the family history: It is through her,
and later Mr. Reardon, that a number of essential facts
about the Snaws.are revealed. Reardon, played by Milton
Freedman, charms the audience with his penchant for
alcohol and storytelling.

Storey constructed the play carefully, revealing its
importance to e..c-h family member. The audience is kept
in suspense, trying to complete the story with each bit of
information as it is given.

In Celebration runs Friday and Saturday nights (8:30
curtain) and Sunday afternoons (2:00 curtain) through
December 11. Student admission is S2.00 Friday and
Saturday, and general admission tickets are $4.00. Tickets
can be purchased at the door, but it is wise to buy them
ahead of time, since shows are so ofien sold out. Tickets
and further information can be obtained at the Office of
Special Events in Shriver Hall.

Making It At The Met
BY JEFFREY W. TAYLOR

Tile "Music in American Life" series of Lectures and
concerts at the Peabody Conservatory continued last
Wednesday at noon with Judith Raskin, American
soprano, delivering a lecture entitled "Making It at the
Met; or, A Singing Career in America."
Ms. Raskin is an example of an opera singer who

acquired both her training nad her initial, most important,
performing experience in America. Many opers singers,
and singers of other forms of serious music, are finding
themselves able to do so, to an extent, today, but when
Ms. Raskin began her career, it was highly unusual, even
extraordinary, for a singer to attain prominence without
going to Europe for performing experience. A 1955
graduate of Smith College, Ms. Raskin made her debut at
the New York City Opera in 1959, and at the
Metropolitan Opera shortly thereafter. She has sung with
many leading opera companies in the U.S., and with
orchestras here and in Europe. The New York Times
recently called her "one of the few important Lieder
singers this country has produced."
The lecture was a fairly •informal discussion of the way

a singer can begin to shape a singing career in America.
Rather than discussing her experiences at the
Metropolitan, Ms. Raskin discussed the process of
"making it to the Met." Speaking to a moderate-sized
audience composed primarily of musicians and music
students, she was very articulate both about the subject of
vocal and musical training and about performance
opportunities for singers—the "launghing" of a career--
which are the two major components of any singer's early
experience in his field.

Ms. Raskin began by acknowledging the problem that
singers of serious music face in America--that of making a
living. Many young singers she knows (she supervises the
National Opera Institued auditions for young singers),
especially men who may have wives and families to
support, are working as cab drivers, selling insurance, or
other jobs. The dilemma of the serious musician is that
"we train a lot of musicians, but we can't see that, at the
end of that training, there is a job." She further observed
that most singers who do make it here "have had a
constant running around," Moving from coast to coast

•and singing not only opera but orchestral dates, art songs,
oratorio, and chuch music. In Europe, she noted, one can
receive a three-year contract at many small opera houses
and be certain of getting paid for one's singing there.

Fortunately, although it is difficult, Ms. Raskin feels,
America is. getting to the point where singers can make a
living her and launch a career, though in order ot.do the
latter they often still have to make a living some other
way. She lamented the comparative lack of interest in
forms of vocal music besides opera in America, such as
oratorio and art song, which are not only healthier for the
young vioce in the eyes of many teachers (she herself is a
voice teacher), but more rewarding musically to many
singers. At the same time, she noted the rise in the
number of opera companies outside of New York, in
cities like Houston, San Francisco, and Seattle, none of
which had an opera company twenty years ago.
"Although the Met is still the zenith," she remarked, "it
isn't all there is."
As to the qualities that make a successful singer in

America, Ms. Raskin stressed intelligence. Dr. Elliott
Galkin, Peabody president, in an introduction, alluded to
common view of the singer he found that a large number
of people hold-- that singers have "resonance hwere their
brains should be." While feeling that such a sterotype is
overblown, Ms. Raskin emphasized the importance of
education-- in the broadest sense--for a singer; both

1 musical education, in the form of musicianship, and
' "arldPndle" such as acting, history, languages
("not only the languages you sing," she added), and
experiences that can only come outside of aii
institution--personal reading, acquaintance with
contemporary music, and so forth.

In Ms. Raskin's view, there are at least two ty?es of
singers. A very few are able to "make it" solely on
account of something extraordinary in their
instrument--an extraordinary sound, volume, or color in
their voice. The more frequently found type of
singer--and the type she characterizes herself as--is the
singer whose talent, though great, is "just below" this
extraordinary level, yet who is "primarily a musician,
thoroughly trained"--who has professional standards of
musicianship, and a professional attitude towards his
work. Further, she noted, not everyone who can be a
singer should "make it to the Met...It's hard to take a
look at yourself and say, 'Am I and extraordinary
talent?" Cases of singers like Roberta Peters, who made
her Metropolitan debut at the age of 20, are extremely

I rare.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9



POINT
BY JENNIFER BISHOP

A Clockwork Orange is a tremendously sensual
.film through director Stanley Kubrick's brilliant use of •
color, consistant image and eclkting, and an inspired
musical score. The sensual effects are so strong as to go
far beyond a merely decorative function, and must not be
shrugged off as such. Kubrick is in control throughout the
film, as is evident by the precision of his work: first, the
pure technical quality which exceeds out expectations as
to touch our imaginations; second, the synchronization of
associative artworks within the overall film - the sterile
secuality of tile people and their culture as reflected in
their white plastic sculptures and flat, stylised nude
paintings, their meaningless white and silver "pop" decor
and vynl wardrobes - juxtaposed against an overwhelming

• score which gives a sense of vitality so absent from the
futuristic culture; and third, Kubrick's successful and
meticulous manipulation not only of his medium, but of
us, the viewers.
The film deals with several common ethical theemes in

an uncommon manner, basically contrastin and
comparing Alex, young murderer/rapist/social outcast -
and a cold futuristic society of mediocre, insipid people.
In this context, Alex brings out the same genius of vitality
as the music that inspires hini; his violence is a relief, as
we are hypnotized by the lyrical narration and mehagerie
of images. In one sense Alex is forced to watch films with
his eyelids pinned open. The close-up of his eyes as lie
strains to close them is painful to watcn, as it reflects our
own will and inability to look away from the screen.

What, then, is Kubrick's point? I could hunt out a
meaning, bet that would be limiting tile scope of the film.
The important thing is to watch the visual themes: the
/repetitive blank white areas at the back of several shots,
the channel-shpaed sets that continually surround Alex,
the psychological test he takes near the end which repeats
On a small test screen earlier themes. The idea of watching
a film is emphasised within tile film - the audience being,
conditioned, the director in control, the frame mirroring
our own situation. Kubrick makes us look, teases as, and.,
raises questions about the roles of control, sex, violence,
Systems of law, and filmmaking in itself. The pot is not.l.
Kubrick's conclusion, if lie has one sure conclusion; the
Point is not what he makes us see but how ne makes us:,
see. That is the importance of the film, and the mot,
satisfying aspect of it. As Alex says: "It's funny how the
colors of the real world are only seem really real when,
You viddy them o,n the screen."

More Making It
COIVTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Throwing the floor open to questions from the
audience, Ms. Raskin colunteered opinions on a variety of
topics. On the financial future of music in America, and
its artistic future as well, she refused to categorize the
situation as "bleak." Foundations such as the Ford
foundation's music programs, and the National
Endowment for the Arts (on which she srved for four
Years as chairperson of the opera panel), have oily arisen
In the past ten or twelve years. "We've been through
bleak; the future will be different."
On nervousness on stage, she observed that this is ften

a psychological problem; a singer often must develop
forms of mental protection for himself. "I tell inysel,,
I'm OK.'...We tend, as singers, to want to be loved. When
we are not loved, we feel rejected."

Peabody's lecture series continues with Jeanne
Rehrend, pianist, discussing and performing American
Piano music on December 7, and George Mendelssohn de
Hartholdy, President of Vox Records, discussing
'Musicians and the Recording Industry in America" on

December 14. Both lectures are at noon in the Peabody
Concert Hall, and are free to the public.

Incidentally, these lectures are not the only free
offerings at Peabody. the concerts of the PeabQdy
Orchestra and othermajor ensembles are free to Hopkins
(and SAIS, medical institution, and APL) students, who
must pick up their tickets at the Information Office at 1
E. Mount Vernon Place (identification is required).
However, almost every week there are less-publicized
recitals by students and occasionally by faculty, generally
free and open to the public without tickets. Every student
majoring in performance or composition must give a full
recital before receiving his bachelor's or master's degree;doctoral and artist diploma candidates must give three
recitals. Many students give additional recitals for the
performing experience? vocal literature and small
instruni.mtal ensemble calsses generally present one or
two re, itals a year. In the spring, when students are
preparini_ for graduation, there have cften been 20 or
more free recitals of this sort a week, generally at 5:00,
6:30, or 8:00 p.m., on weekends as well as weekdays. The
Information Office has the current schedule of all
programs held at Peabody every week. Call 837-0600 for
information.

COUNTERPOINT
BY MIKE DEAK

, When a director dies, he becomes a photographer. John
• Grierson

Stanley Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange is a brilliant
photographic experience. Unfortunately, the film has
little else to offer, and eventually even the photography

. lapses into what Pauline Kael calls "calendar art."
Kubrick's visual compositions take on the sensationalistic
;and sometimes erotic character of a calendar on the wall
of an adolescent who thinks such grotesque distortions of
the human condition are, essentially, real.

In the movie, Alex, the anti-social punk wit() serves as a
, hero, is subjected the the LudovicoTreatment, a sort of
behavior modification process based on conditioned
responses. Kubrick seemingly takes the tack that such
"treatment" is inhuman and despicable. Yet, at the same
time, the audience is subjected to the Kubrick Treatment.
The audience's response to the movie is shaped by the
same psychological theory. For example, when Kubrick
shows that frolicsome group sex scene sped up to the tune
of the William Tell Overture, the audience laughs at the
incongruity between the music (memories of the Lone
Ranger cah't be suspended) and the image. Kubrick is
playing on the cinematically induced conditioned
response, just as the Ludivico Treatmentdepends upon
instinctively induced conditiohed responses. Alex has a
drug which promotes the response; the movie audience
has its catalogue of cinematic devices to form a reaction.

Lately I have asked several Kubrick admirers to
elucidate the theme(s) of A Clockwork Orange. Needless
to say, no one could give an answer that made much
sense. "Well, you know it's political, moral, social,
religious, and you know, somethin of everything."
Uh-huh. This seems to confirm my suspicions; Kubrick
himself doesn't know what he is trying to say. Kubrick
has a dim view of modern man, a species seemingly
incapable of asserting itself by other than violent means.
Technology overwhelms the individual in this future.
Kubrick wants to condemn this, but contradicts himself
because he uses cinematic technology to overwhelm the
audience.

Overall, A Clockwork Orange is not as great as
everyone seems to think. The film has a sensationalistic
quality wortny of tabloid sociology. Every now and then
a movie comes along ahd appeals to the dark side of the
human psyche. Perhaps the Clockwork Orange enthusiasts
in some way feel guilty about their own repressed

. violence. For them the film is a catharsis.

As thoughts of intersession flicker through
one's acacremic mind, here's a suggestion that might give
more breadth to the field of available courses: Mauro's
Music. Located at 3016 Greenmount Avenue, Mauro's
Music is Baltimore's only music school that is oriented to
an alternative musical repetoire.

With courses taught by professional musicians, the
curriculae at Mauro's Music is directed towards the
practical, while maintaining a directness that does not
preclude the amateur. The emphasis is on the student; all
classes are limited to 15 at most, and the classroom time
is both personable and lively.
Courses being offered for the Intersession are:

Songwriting; Music Production and Promotion; Theories
in Progressive Jazz; Music Composition, Part I; Ear
Training/Chart Writing/Combo Techniques; Improvisation
Workshop (limit of 10); Studio Recording Techniques
(limit of 5); Instrumental Workshop-Free Form;Walking
Bass Techniques-Keyboard and Bass; History of Rock;
Concert Sound-Operation and Componants; Jazz- Origin
and History; Reading Music-Beginners; and Theories of
Tonality.

In addition to these, privat lessons will be given in
piano, guitar, bass, drums, sax, trumpet, and other
instruments. For more information, call 467-7900.
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SENIOR CLASS FILM SERIES

"...one of the few perfectmovies
I have seen in my lifetime."

Rex Reed

Stanley Kubriek's

CLOCKWORK
ORANGE

Thursday 9:30 SHRIVER HALL

Friday. & Saturday

7:00, 9:30 and

12:00 midnight

Shaffer 3
Admission $1.00 seniors $.75

"CARRIE" is a terrifying blend
of "American Graffiti" and "Psycho'?

Directed by BRA DePALVA starring SISSY RAO
JOHN TRA VOLTA

SHRIVER HALL
DEC 2 & 3
7:30 & 10:00

admission $1.00

The PeaboOg 
 Jazz Ensemble

Jaai Villanueva, Director

In Concent

FaiOag, December 9th

8:00 p.m.

PeaboOg Concert Hall

Abmission $1.50 StaOents $.50

Senioa Citizens Free

Works by Sammy Nestico,

Charlie Parker, Herbiel

Hancock, 'Jelly Roll',

Morton Jobim, Count

Basic, Stevie Wonder,

and others.

Samson Dining Room
Goucher College

December 3, 1977
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Athlete of the Week
Tom Bender, Wide Receiver
BY DOUG JOHNSON

Torn Bender, Wide Receiver on
this year's football team, has
earned the title of Athlete of tile
Week. Before the Thanksgiving
vacation in the last! Blue Jay
football game of the year he
caught eight passes for a total of
55 jar,ds and one of the two
Hopkins' touchdowns. .At
Dickinson College the week
before Torn made a key
touchdown reception that
allowed JHU to pin a 20-20 tie.
In fact, Coach Denny Cox said
that it was the momentum
generated by Tom during the
whole game that carried JHU to
the tie.
Tom Bender is quite a versatile

football player and valuable asset
:to the team not only 'because of
his talent but also because he can
distribute ills skills among a

variety of positions, substituting
for injured players or filling in
weak spots in the offense or the
defense. He was the number one
quarterback on the team last year
as a sophomore, which is a
distinction in itself, and he has
played defensive safety as well as
wide receiver this year.
Coach Cox poihts to Torn as

"one of the best athelefes on the
team" and describes liim as "very
talented." He :,witched tarn to
the wide receiver position ttlis
year in order to allow other
players a chance to get .into
games and to gain actual
experience.
Tom is a major in Social and

Behavioral Sciences and next
year will contribute his talent,
versatility, and three years'
experience to an im,)roved Johns
Hopkins football effort.

Basketballers lose to tough Duke
BY CAROL HUBER

A strong defense and shooting
touch were no match for the
Hopkins basketball team as they
lost to Duke 95-49 last Saturday
at Duke's Cameron Stadium.

In the first half, the Blue Jays
managed to hang on during the
opening five minutes of play. In
these opening moments the Jays
scored on outside shots by
seniors Kevin Kabat and Randy
Lovallo. However, after eight
minutes of play Hopkins was
already down by eight points
with the scoring differential

mountain slincreasing by even greater
amounts after that. According to
Coach Jim Amen "we were
running patterns successfully and
exerting strong defensive
pressure. After these first few
minutes, however, we lost our
poise and composure and never
regained it during the first half.
Duke made eighty percent of

their shots from the field while
the Blue Jays were unable to
combat Duke's formidable
frontline of Eugene Banks, Ken
Dennard and Mike Giminski.
During the first half, Homewood
cagers were forced to call three
time outs to try and pull the
team together. Also three
different defenses were
implemented, but none were able
to hold down Duke's strong
offensive scoring rush. As Amen
pointed out, "when we used man
to man defense Duke posted us
down low, got the ball inside anc
made many easy shots. Similarly,i
they passed the ball over our
heads when we tried zone
defense." Duke's Blue Devils

Natty Bo B-ball tournament
By DOUG JOHNSON

The 7th annual National
Bohemian Metro Basketball
Classic takes place at the new
Towson Athletic Center
December 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. Tne
round robin tournament involves
all the major men's college
basketball teams in Baltimore.
.The contenders include last
year's winner Coppin State,
four-time winner Mbrgan State,
Loyola, Towson State, University
of Baltimore, UMBC, and Johns
Hopkins. The receipts of the Bolt
Classic, sponsored by Carling

National Breweries, go into a
collective scholarship fund, from
which each of the seven schools
receives an equal share. So far the
tournament has raised over
$30,000 to aid talented college
basketball players here in
Baltimore.

Mr. Lee Horowitz, Assistant
Athletic Director here at JHU,
has planned and directed the
tournament since its inception
and oversees it again this year.
Fans can expect to watch plenty
of excellent players this year as
in past years. Two present
National Basketball Association
players, Seattle's Marvin Webster

and the gullets' Joe Pace'
participated in this event,
Webster then as a member of the
Morgan State squad and Pace
'playing for Coppin State.

Our Blue Jays meet the
Towson State Tigers Thursday at
51dm and the winner moves to the
9 pm Friday slot, while the loser
goes into action at 5 pm also on
Friday. Students can attend the
Boll Classic for $1.50 per night or
may purchase a pass to all three
nights of action o for $3.00. For
any further information you can
call the Towson State Athletic
Center General Office z.t
321-2244.

were also able to take advantage
of nine steals which they
converted into successful lay-up
plays to increase the score to
55-21 at the half.
During the second half,

Hopkins fared better with a
twelve point scoring margin,
40-28, at the end. The Jays
played all team members in this
half against the less intense
second and third string Blue
Devil teams. The Blue Jay play
patterns were more successful

land plays in general got off as
desired. Duke shot seventy five
percent from the field in total
game play, a new school record,
but were held down in total
rebounds 34-27. Junior Dave
Nagelburg was in a great part
responsible for narrowing the
margin of this statistic with eight
rebounds in game play.

Kevin Kabat played a good all

jaround game and shot seven
ibaskets for fourteen points. He
!was aided by sophomore Duey
'Levine who set up many Hopkins
offensive plays. Although senior
Randy Lovallo fouled out of the
game he contributed to the team
effort when he shot six for ten
points.
Coach Jim Amen cited the

wealth of talent and neight of the
Duke players as contributing to
their victory: "This was probably
Duke's best team since the early
1960's. Talent wise they
definitely topped us. Both

I Spanarkel and Giminski were
named Rookie of the Year in the
ACC, and the height factor was
also against us. Play was exciting
but tough in front of a crowd of
8500 partisan fans. If we can pull
together and maintain our
composure I'm sure we'll fare
,better in future play."

restlers grapple good
3Y STEVE OKADA

Despite injuries and absences,
the six returning wrestling
lettermen, under new coach
Kevin Kearns, went on to win the
first match of the season against
UMBC 42-27.
The victory started with Bob

Cherry in the 118 pound division
when he quickly took his
opponent down and pinned him
in the first period. At 126 and
134, both Hopkins anti UMBC
were forced to forfeit. Missing
for Hopkins were Muraji
Nakazawa at 126 and Jack Lu, a
freshman from Governor
Dummer Academy. Moving up
from his normal weight class,
134, Steve Schapiro wrestled at
142 to capture a first period pin.
Co-captain Russ Brown at 150
cradled his opponent into a tight

.ittle box and pinned him in the
Isecond period.

Kevin Doring had the toughest
match at 158 as he had to walk
onto the middle of the mat to
accept a forfeit.

Pepper White, a newcomer to
the team, filled in for Mclin
Hawkins at 167. In his first
Varsity match, he came face to
face with a tough adversary and
lost by a pin in the second
period.
Don Heckt at 177 lost his

match 7-0. Dave Budzik,
co-captain and the team's 190
pounder, grabbed a quick pin in
the first period. Without a
heavyweight, the team was
forced to forfeit at that weight.
The team hopes to improve on

last year's 1-13 record.

News-letter staff meeting

Tuesday, December 6 at the office
7:30  7:30

If you work on the paper, you better come

Important Important Important

1

Important

Watch Chris Stutz Do-it' with Stu Kerr on the 11 o'clock news, Channel 2, Tuesday night!!!
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Friday, Dec. 9 - Great Hall Saturday, Dec. 10 - SHRIVER Hall
  7:30 & 10 p.m.  '

Attention
Students

The Student Council
Selections Committee will
hold interviews for the
following positions on
Friday, Dec. 9:

Orientation '78 Chairperson

Health Services
Advisory Committee

Please sign up for interviews in
Advance at the S.C. office
(upstairs in Levering). For
further info, contact Frank
Faillacs_Ailia9-2293

MM.

altere,te MMd in [MIMIC ecology a. a . learning

I mix ii.,ation and ithcr imutical Lilk. Credits art 1..ix ti41
through the Harvard Universit,.. Exten,ion pn

I 
Expedition, leave in Decem aber 1977; nd in Febiirary I

V .ind April 1978. For demil, rite:
A The C)cc..an Research :Ind Education Society Inc.

51 Commerci.il Wharf #6X, 11,ton, MA 02110 I

L
(617) 521-1455Contact, Lenses

If you wear them, are considering them, have had problems
in the past, or given up -- talk to us.

The remarkable Burnor Lens is now available on the East
Coast. Designed for exceptiory! .,vear4ig time, great
comfort and excellent vision, they il,i.,..;-obroven to he hi9hly
successful.

OPTICAL DESIGN CO. VI

Oster medical Center
7600 Osier Drive, Su:te 301

Towson, Md. 21204 821-0511
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00 The Office of the Chaplain 0
Nondenominational 

$°

$ 6unday '\,_ . presents 0

00 t.x.pertenceV 0°
i

$$

In 
DR. HOWARD F. LONG

structor, University of Maryland's 
$ Institute for Child Study

and 
$

$ DR. ROBERT A. GORDON
Associate Professor of Social Relations

Johns Hopkins University

1
$ "ARE 10 TESTS STILL A VALID MEASURE:

YES OR NO?" #

0 SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4, 11:00AM $

$ 
LISTENING-V1EWING ROOM

LEVERING HALL 

NEW YORK &
NEW JERSEY
AREA SENIORS
AND JUNIORS!

RESERVE
WED., JAN. 11

FORA
BEER, WINE &
CHEESE PARTY

IN
NEW YORK CITY
Compliments of the JHU
Metro. NY Alumni Assn.

An invitation awaits you
on y our return home
for Christmas v:ication

.1111.1. .111s. raw- willalw

Sail a Semester
aboard
Regina
Maris

I Ship .11Niard the squore-rigged IsarLitient me tie

I Regina Mant f‘ir rwo-month ,c lc lititic and edtica-
lona' expedition to ,tudv whale, and open teen,

The. 144 sailing ves,e1p6,tides a rare
1 I opportunit for ,tudent, (at lent 18 year, old)

Educated Beer
Tastes Prefer

BECK'S
IMPORTED BEER

Brewed in West
Germany for
800 semesters!

Enjoyed in
140 Countries!
Graduate to Beck's!

Beer Mug Offer!
Handsome, heavy Beck',
Beer Mugs at very special
low price where you buy
Beck's Beer.

Imported by Dribeck, LI., N.Y.
Dist. in Md. by F.P. Winner

Free 410 0
Pregnancy
Testing
MON. - FRI. 9 A.M. -NOON

Hillcrest Clinic
BALTIMORE, MD. 21228
BIRTH CONTROL AND

j
ABORTION SERVICES

301- 788-4400
FOR APPOINTMENT

1

TONGUE
POWER
eTEETERS & JANSSEN 1977

BUMPER STICKERS '1.00
BUTTONS '1.50
HIGH QUALITY
T-SHIRTS '7.00
SWEAT SHIRTS '10.00
Plus 50c for postage and handing.

P.O. BOX 96
PLATTEVILLE, CO

80651

94

NATIONWIDE DATSUN
MARYLAND'S LARGEST

DATSUN DEALER WITH THE
LARGEST DATSUN INVENTORY

Invites all ABCD members to a special
Pre-Xmas Sale

Friday - December 9, 1977
Saturday - December 10, 1977
$149.00 over factory invoice

EXCEPT JAGUAR

(You'll he shown the invoice)
- in addition -

$1000 Cash Reward
IF WE CAN'T BEAT ANY BONAFIDE DEAL FROM ANY
BUYING SERVICE, CREDIT UNION, ETC., ON ANY NEW
DATSUN OR COMPARABLE TOYOTA MODEL

BRING II VOt

York and Timonium Roads
Take Beltway Exit 24, North One Mile to Timonium Road

252-8000
ABCD is a membership privilege of the Johns Hopkins Federal Credit
Union.

PREPARE FOR: 13ogetVij

MCAT • DAT • LSAT • GMAT  Ye"-
GRE • OCAT • VAT • SAT

NMB I. II, 111.ECFMG.FLEX.IME
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

Flexible Programs & Hours

There IS a difference!!

For Information Please Call

243-1456
"tQPLJ4t

L/EDUCATIONAL CENTERTEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

3121 St. Paul Street, Suite #23 Baltimore, Md. 21218.
Centers in Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, SAitzerland

Looking

for an MBA Program?

The MBA Program at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill has an excellent national ranking. Why'?
A distinguished faculty, an outstanding student body,
an innovative curriculum, and a reputation for quality
among employers.

MBA Program
The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill
Carroll Hall, 012-A, Drawer 5364

Chapel Hill, NC 27514
0

coffee and donuts served

441//0 b 10 1\4 Ll \II I I I I II II I 10 10 I LW II 01 I I I IN I I E



PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED -2:LS9
SOON MATERIAL MAY ROT got SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN 71- Treftbak, Cent rox pktulte,

Towson, Ritchie, Movies, and Westview Theatres
Check Newspapers For Additional Theatres and Show Times

/PAGE 13
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CHANUKAH
IS HERE!

A
yy

AWA

The First Candle Is Lit

r

Sunday Night, Dec 4.

????

Anyone Who Wants A Chanukah

Menorah And Candles, Free Of Charge,

Can Pick Them Up In The Kosher

Dining Hall Between 10 AM And 2 PM

or Between 5 PM And 7 PM .

111E GouchER - HopkiNs GLEE Club

INVITES yOU TO OUR %

%

WiNTER CONCERT
This SuNdAy, DEC. 4 AT

8:00 p.m. IN ShRivER HAIL

WE Win bE siNgiNg:

SOLO CANTATA by WoLNANg AMAdEUS

MOZART; SOLOIST: NANCy PARRiSh

MAgNifiCAT IN D by JOIIANN
SEbASTiAN BACI1

fivE MysTicAt SONgS by R. VAUgliAN
WatiAMS; SOLOiST: BRAXTON PETERS

AdmissioN is FREE.
ImeeppoilmalionertImp)onolvEn)mslowla1•••) 14•••).= sonio Immt moo)Immluinimi•Ormepnepom •)••••1,••••)••••,.,11=1 =qv.)

ii Ratdays til Christmas

TODAY: Happy Hour 4:55 - 6:35 pm

TONIGHT: SPRINGWIND & free beer
for HopSophs

SATURDAY: Now you can have your Cell Bio
& eat it , too! Introducing: the Rat's own CELL BIO

vegetarian sprout sandwich: served Saturdays til 7 pm

SATURNIGHT: THE LOTUS BAND

MONDAY: Michelob at the
Colts-Dolphins showdown

TUESDAY: (select audio-video peace & quiet)

WEDNESDAY: Schlitz Light night: 50c/can &

the inaugural Peabody Open Mike

THURSDAY: The Final Disco of 1977

11\1 re New
SiOewalk

Arr/Daosia
Buffet

MonOag, Dec_ 5
Hot Pastaarni

Bake() Horn

Coane6 Beer Brisket

TaesOag, Dec_ 6
Caave6 Roast Beer

WeanesOay, Dec_ 7
Great Spaghetti Westean

(1/2 price on all boa wines with baccet)

Thap.soag, Dec_ g
Soatbean Style Slice-6 Pork

Ernrna's Beer BaaBQues

Hot Pastaarni

FaiOag, Dec_ 9
Caave6 Roast Beer

Seaving Lunch

11:30 am to

in the Ratbskellaa
2 pm
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I 
SEVEN ONE-ACT PLAYS! All

World Premieres! Friday 

andnim mu

Campu5 note5 .

Saturday, December 2 & 3, in the
Little Theatre in Levering Hall. 8 p.m.
Admission is FREE! You heard it

I babes, FREE! 

1
There will be a meeting of the Gay

Caucus at 8:30 on Monday, December
5, in Room 306 of Peabody. Students,
faculty and staff members, gay or
straight, are invited to attend. For
rides or further information, call
Kadina, 243-7092; Jim, 235-5859; or
Jeff, 243-4435.

The Undergraduate Library
Holiday Schedule will be as follows:
closing at 5 p.m. on Thursday, Dec.
22. The library will reopen January 9
through 20, 8:30-5:00 Monday

1
 through Friday. The 24-hour schedule
will be resumed at 8:30 a.m., January

I
23l978Auditions for Blood Wedding by
F.G. Lorca will be held Sunday,
December II from 1:30 to 5:00 in the
Listening/Viewing Room in Levering.
Further auditions will take place
Wednesday, December 14 from
7:30-10:00 at the Goucher College
Center Lecture Hall. Can't make it?
Call Cornelia Cody at Goucher. Tuttle
211 or Box 148.

There will be a concert by the
Peabody Guitar Ensemble, directed by
Ray Chester, Saturday, December 10,
at 8:00 p.m., in Leakin Hall of the
Preparatory Building at Peabody.
Admission is open to the public free
of charge.

Lords and ladies of the realm!
There will be a meeting of the Barony
of Myr kwyd of the SCA of
Wednesday, December 7 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Glass Pavilion. Plans for the
Twelfth Night Feast will be discussed.
Come and help bring back the Middle
Ages!

On Sunday, December 4, in the Sun

Room of the Enoch Pratt Library's

Central Branch, at 2 pm, the Mencken

Society will present a panel discussion

dealing with the topic "Mencken on
Women." Gwinn Owens, Michele
Sissonette, and Vincent Fitzpatrick

are the three panelists who will
present a ten to fifteen minute
discourse on the subject.

To all interested in the Public
Health Option: at 4:30 p.m. on Thurs,
Dec. 8, there will be a meeting of all
students interested in and/or
registered for the Public Health

Option in Room 2006 Hygiene.

HIGH SCHOOL VISITATIONS:
All students wishing to visit their high

schools as Hopkins' representatives
over their Christmas vacations may
now pick up Blue Key packets in the
Admissions Office. This applies to all

students regardless of membership in

the Blue Key Society. For questions,

call 235-4197. 
Concerning s, Experimental

Molecular Biology 1 and II, the
prerequisite of EMB I (Biochem.) and
for EMB II (Cell Bio.) has been

withdrawn. Those students taking the
second semester Organic Lab may
now invert the order of the EMB I and
II. Those who have completed their
Organic Lab requirements would be
well advised not to postpone taking
the EMB 1 (Biochem.) simultaneously
with the lecture.

Woman Engineers: The Society of
Woman Engineers has available a
number of scholarship programs for
undergraduate women majoring in
engineering. The application deadline
for all scholarships is March 7, 1978.
Additional information may be
obtained in Dean Suskind's office.

Premed Juniors: Dr. Gryder and AED
representatives will meet with
premeds who will be applying to
medical school in 1978 (for admission
in 1979) to discuss recommendations
and app' ication procedures. Two
meetings are scheduled in Remsen 101
at 4:15 p.m. One on December 7 for
A-K last names and one on December
8 for L-Z.

BASIC SCUBA DIVING-- Tuesdays
1-3 p.m. Sign up at the Athletic
Center. Ask for Mrs. Colman or Mrs.
Smoot. Course fee: $35.

The last (thank God!) general
meeting of HOPSFA will be
attempted Tuesday, December 6 at
8:00 in Conference Room A.

DECEMBER 2, 19771PAGE 15
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Premed Students: Dr. Henry Seidel, .11

Associate Dean for Student Affairs, I
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine,'
will be available to counsel premedical.
students beginning Monday,"
December 5, 1977 from 7 to 9 p.m. in
Homewood House. Dr. Seidel will bel
on campus each Monday evening
thereafter. For an appointment, call I
Linda Garren on x8216.

There will be a WJHU General Staff I
meeting Tuesday, Dec. 6 at 8 p.m. in.
the Listening-Viewing Room'
(Levering Hall). This meeting is for all
VVJ HU members.

The Center for History and'
Philosophy of Science will present'
Professor Henry Guerlac of Cornell .
University on Monday, Nov. 7 at 4:151
p.m. in the Listening/Viewing Room
of the Student Union. Prof. Guerlac
will speak on "The Acceptance of
Newton in France." This event is open
to the public free of charge.

INTERSESSION COURSE, LATE 111
ANNOUNCEMENT.: The History of •
Science Dept. will offer "Science,'
Work and Authority." Six hours per
week, including film. Details: History'
of Science Office, Gilman.

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY
OF JERUSALEM
1978/79 PROGRAMS

FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS
ONE YEAR PROGRAM—for college sophomores and juniors.
Courses taught in both Hebrew and English.

REGULAR STUDIES—for college transfer students toward
B.A. and B.Sc. degrees.

GRADUATE STUDIES—Master's, Doctoral and Visiting
Graduate programs.

El SUMMER COURSES—given in English.
PLEASE CHECK DESIRED PROGRAM

For Application and Information, write:
Office of Academic Affairs,

ibk
American Friends of The Hebrew University
11 East 69 St., New York, N.Y. 10021 • (212) 472-9813

Name  

Address   

26
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b
s. 

2 

SUNY NEW PALTZ

2
2 

-OVERSEAS PROGRAM
8TH YEAR

2
2 

UNIVERSITY OF PARIS-

2
2 

SORBONNE

—

2 Undergraduates in philosophy I
1 and related majors earn 30-32 1

% credits in regular Sorbonne (Paris %
k IV) courses. SUNY-Paris IV

1
 agreement insures students avoid %

% cumbersome pre-inscription and
k attend Paris IV, not provincial

universities. Director assists with %
2 housing, programs, studies.

1
 Orientation, language review.

% Sept. 15 -- June 15. Estimated
living, airfare, tuition, fees:

% $3400 N.Y. residents; $3900 %
others. Professor David %
Blankenship, Philosophy
Department, SUC, New Paltz, L
New York 12561 (914) a
257-2696. 2

lir/IFIrIIII/Alrier/IIII/A1

TINO'S LUNCH
245 Northeast Maaket
Monument & Chester Sts.

732-6733

FEATURING

*Sabrnaaines

*Beep Kabob

*Shish Kabob

*Faiecl Chicken

*Western Fries

*Baklava

*Gk SalaO

*Feta Cbecse

*Gneek Olives

*Polish Sausage

*KaOaci

*Da. Allen Sab

*Harnbaageas

Tag oaa Da. Pe-tea Special
All kinas oç SalaOs

All types oc SanOW1CbeT

Catholic
El Community

Oh Campus
LITURGY SCHEDULE:

Sunday, December 4th
10:30 am in Shaffer Hall

5:00 pm in Newman House
2941 N. Uarles

The Feast of the Immaculate Conception
Thursday, December 8th
12:05 pm in Shuffer Hall

Room 3

.11IIIHM111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.3

Christmas
Gifts

at the J111.3
Book

center
Mugs & Glassware
Games Shirts
Books - Hardcover

& Paperback 

allimmillimummossiesor 

plus much, much more!!!
ffillIIIIIIM.011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIII111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111
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Tell m
e
 w
h
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o
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 see

Is it 
happening

O
r
 is it m

e
?

D
o
e
s
 the world get faster
D
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y
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a
y
?

Y
o
u
 better get a
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d
,
 h
e
y
!

W
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y

Better start to pray
E
v
e
n
 the d

u
m
b

G
o
t
 s
o
m
e
t
h
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g
 to say

E
v
e
n
 the blind

Ain't lookin' a
w
a
y

Y
o
u
'
d
 better get a

 Clear H
e
a
d
,
 h
e
y
!

I tell y
o
u

Clear H
e
a
d

Clear H
e
a
d

Clear H
e
a
d

Clear H
e
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d

Y
o
u
'
d
 better get a

 Clear H
e
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d
,
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e
y
!
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